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About This Game

Button Frenzy is a fast-paced score-attack game that will challenge your memory and reflexes. The task is simple; clear the
endless waves of buttons by hitting the matching buttons on your controller. It's Simon Says meets Dance Dance Revolution. The
game is all about testing your mastery of the gamepad. It's simple enough to pick up and play, but deviously difficult enough to

keep you challenged for hours.

Key Features

Challenging, Fast and Fun Gameplay.

Four difficulty settings to cover a range of skill levels.

Two uniquely challenging game modes. Test your reflexes in the fast-paced Frenzy mode, or your memory in Recall
Mode.

Online Leaderboards - Chase high scores against your friends, or the rest of the world

Over 20 Steam Achievements
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I have actually got problems with unlocking achievements in this game and the leaderboard system.

First off, the leaderboard system, it seems that you have to get a good score on your first try, or else after that, the game won't
upload your score. For example, I played Frenzy Mode, the main mode of the game where you press button sequences fast (the
other mode, Recall Mode, is like Simon Says with controller buttons), and messed up and got a really low score on my first try.
It uploaded the score to the online leaderboards, but, when I did a second try, when I got a score that would have gotten me #1
on the Frenzy Mode Easy leaderboards, the game never, and I say never uploaded the score to the online leaderboard. Instead, it
made me save my score locally but never submitted the score online. This is the first reason why I was angry at the game,
because I believed the game thought I was a cheater, when I wasn't. I could have beaten everyone on the leaderboard, but
couldn't.

Second of all, the achievements. Some of them wouldn't unlock when I got them, like the Frenzy Mode 100x Chain
achievement. I actually did it in game and the achievement never unlocked. See the percentage of the achievement? 0.4%. Even
though it's an easy achievement, if you have skill like me, It never unlocks. It should unlock but it's because the dev probably
doesn't care.

Gameplay is good. But the problems with the leaderboard and achievements are horrendous.

Other than that, if you are an achievement hunter, good luck trying to complete this game. Because some of the achievements
never unlocked when I was supposed to recieve them.

Rating 6\/10. addicted. Come try and take down my scores !. + Nice Animations
+ Leaderboards
+ Feels very responsive when using wired xbox one controller
+ Addicting
- Music gets repetitive after a few rounds

Opinion:

# More gamemodes would be better (currently only 2 Frenzy and Recall)
# Some type of co-oprative\/vs - online\/local mode would make the game more competitve
# Would like more information after a run is complete (it would be nice to know average speed or number times wrong button is
pressed along with the score). Addictive in its own weird little way. I can only play in about 10 minute blasts but keep wanting to
go back later and improve.
Also the music is right up my street.. Amazing game!! Cant get enough.
Was lucky to play it....... Sorry ....... wreck the leaderbords PMSL at Gadget Show live.
My only gripe is the achievements dont seem to pop and the leaderboards don't add my scores but ive only played for an hour.
PS4 controller support is awesome.
Game is perfectly responsive.
Cant recommend enough.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/Pey4g-hnUwg
'Button Frenzy" is an old-school arcade style title under the guise of a button clicker. Much like the concept behind the 'Dance
Dance Revolution' entries, this game has you pressing buttons, though not in any sort of rhythm. Instead, you are given two
different modes of gameplay: Frenzy and Recall, both testing your observational, motor, and recollection skills, all to obtain the
highest score possible and keep the combo chain alive.

And, well, that's about it. There's really nothing fancy behind this title. Just plug in one of the supported controllers (Xbox 360
and PS4 are the more obvious choices) and press what the game tells you to. You're also given varying difficulties to try ranging
from easy to extreme. The higher up you go, the more buttons, bumpers and triggers you need to press, not to mention longer
input commands.

While 'Button Frenzy' may cost five dollars [US currency], you do get your money's worth out of it for a single-player title.
There are a few bugs here and there I found, such as pressing the pause\/back button on my controller also counting towards the
start button, or the butons you need to press not showing up in Recall mode (as highlighted in the video above).
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Either way, this pick-and-play-game indie title is pretty addicting if you're into these games, though (at the time of writing this)
there are no trading cards, a selling point I know some will be turned away from right now. But, there's plenty of room for this
one to grow as a whole as well. Hopefully the developer keeps up with this title and implements new fun and challenging modes,
even something as simple as a rhythm-based mode down the line, or even implement community modding or multi-player
battles.. A classic premise that works so well translated for a modern audience. The gameplay is tough and therefore addictive,
and online scoreboards serve to make it more so! I can see it being a party favourite :D

The audio matches the gameplay brilliantly, though it'd be nice to see some additional music styles in future!
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